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Course Objectives
The objectives of this course are:
1. To understand the basic concepts and Overview of International Energy Markets.
2. To develop basic understanding of the topic to be discussed.
3. To develop habit of observation and try to relate the concepts.
4. To understand & develop skills of analysis with respect to the Energy Markets.
5. To know, analyze and interpret International Crude Oil market, Natural Gas Market.
6. To help in understanding various market structure and their application in Energy Sector.
7. To understand Natural Monopolies and Electricity Generation.
8. To have understanding of Commercial Framework of Energy Industry.
Course Outcomes
Upon successful completion of the course a student will be able to:
CO1. To give conceptual clarity of the theories of international energy markets.
CO2. To apply the principle of international energy markets to firms and consumers.
CO3. To know the application of international energy markets and cost structure.
CO4. To comprehend various market structure and its real world application.
CO5. To extend the international energy markets principles to commercial framework.

Catalog Description
Understanding of international energy market is important to track the demand, supply and
price changes in the market and how these movements affect nations especially those who are
net importers of energy. Commercial framework facilitate the energy business, import and
export of energy with country specific objectives with respect to energy. As India is a major
importer of energy, the study of energy market and the commercial framework will ensure
smooth conduct of energy business and macro-economic aspects of energy transactions. It is
essential for energy managers to know the overview of international energy market, crude oil
market, and natural gas market, interplay of competitive, monopoly and oligopoly market
forces. This course aims to address all the issues relevant to the international energy market
and commercial framework.
Course Content
Unit I:
6 lecture hours
Overview of International Energy Markets
Scanning of global Crude Oil, Natural Gas, Coal and Electricity industry
Role of International organizations: OPEC, International Energy Agency, Industry and Government
Associations

Unit II:
10.5 lecture hours
International Crude Oil market
Fundamentals of Crude Oil, Trading of crude oil & its relationship with worldwide Energy Prices
Physical Markets for Crude – Quality & crude streams, the physical markets
The Financial markets, The Relationship between the physical & financial prices
Unit III:
4.5 lecture hours
Natural Gas Market
Introduction to the Natural gas market, Natural gas consumption and production Worldwide, Evolution
of natural gas market structure, Gas spot markets, Natural Gas Futures & Options, the growing interest
in LNG
Unit IV
4.5 lecture hours
Perfect Competitions and Coal Industry
Introduction; Structure of coal industry; Demand and Supply of Coal; Elasticity of coal demand and
supply; Energy Taxation
Unit V
4.5 lecture hours
Natural Monopolies and Electricity Generation
Introduction; Modeling Electricity Markets; Government policy for a natural monopoly; valuing money
across Time, Deregulation and Privatization of Electricity generation
Unit VI
6 lecture hours
Commercial Framework of Energy Industry
Overview of Energy value chain; Oil, Natural gas and Electric power Value Chain; Government,
Economic Organization and Energy
Text Books
1. Batthacharya, Subhes C. (2011) : Energy Economics, Springer, ISBN 978-0-85729-267-4
2. Dahl C (2004) : International Energy Markets, Understanding Pricing, Policies and Proﬁts,
Penn Well, Tulsa,

Reference Books
1- Munasinghe, M. (1985). Energy pricing and demand management.
2- Kessides, I. (2004). Reforming infrastructure: Privatization, regulation, and competition. The
World Bank..

3- Robinson, C. (2004). MARKETS, IMPER FECTIONS AND THE DANGERS OF OVER‐
REGULATING ENERGY MARKETS. Economic Affairs, 24(2), 52-55.

Modes of Evaluation: Quiz/Assignment/ presentation/ extempore/ Written Examination
Examination Scheme:
Components
Class Test Assignment Presentation ESE
Weightage (%)
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50

Relationship between the Course Outcomes (COs) and Program Outcomes (POs)
Mapping between COs and POs
Mapped
Programme
Outcomes
To give conceptual clarity of the theories of international
PO1, PO2,
energy markets.
PO3, PO9,
PO11
To apply the principle of international energy markets to firms PO1,
PO2,
and consumers.
PO3, PO9,
PO11, PO14
To know the application of international energy markets and
PO2,
PO3,
cost structure.
PO8, PO10,
PO11
To comprehend various market structure and its real world
PO1. PO2,
application.
PO3, PO5,
PO6, PO8,
PO9, PO10,
PO12, PO13,
PO14
To extend the international energy markets principles to
PO2, PO3,
commercial framework.
PO8, PO10,
PO14
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Students will exhibit deployable skills pertinent to the
renewable and non-renewable energy sectors.

1

Students will have domestic and global perspective towards
legal frameworks and environmental regulations with

PO1

Students will exhibit the ability to evaluate working of energy policies.

Students will demonstrate analytical skills in designing
solutions for energy efficiency.

Students will demonstrate effective understanding of
economics as it is applicable to energy markets, energy

the needs of changing dynamics of renewable and nonStudents will demonstrate strong conceptual knowledge of
economic theory in the context of renewable and non-

Students will demonstrate employability traits in line with

Students will be able to work effectively in teams and
demonstrate team-working capabilities.

Students will demonstrate effective oral and written
communication skills in presenting frameworks, models and
regulations of the energy sector.

Macroeconomics and trade theories to the renewable and
non- Students will demonstrate effective application
capabilities of their theoretical understanding of economics
theories – Microeconomics, renewable energy sectors.
Students will exhibit effective decision-making skills,
employing analytical and critical thinking ability.

Students will be able to develop and evaluate alternate
managerial choices and identify optimal solutions.

Students will demonstrate sensitivity towards ethical and
moral issues and have ability to address them in energy

1

Students will exhibit leadership and networking skills.
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Program/course: MA Economics
Semester – III
Subject: International Energy Markets and Commercial Framework of Energy Industry
Max. Marks : 100
Code : MEDE 811

Section A ( attempt all)
1.
2.
3.

Mention two assumptions that need to be satisfied to achieve efficiency outcomes in the
energy sector
What are the specific characteristics of energy sector market?
How the energy industries manage the problems related to indivisibility of capital and
excess capacity?

4.

How do you calculate economies of scale?

5.

What encourages the entry of new player in the energy market?

6.

Define transaction cost economics

7.

Show with the help of diagram how monopolization of energy sector leads to deadweight
loss

8.

9.

10.
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Mention the type of following cost function in the energy industry. Represent it with the
help of a suitable diagram.

Show with the help of suitable diagram how losses occurs due to marginal cost pricing
under a natural monopoly
Define capacity factor with respect to power plant
SECTION B (Answer all the questions)

1.

Discuss the challenges faced by the oil producers?

2.

Elaborate the reasons of price volatility of benchmark crude

3.

Analyse how competitive and monopoly forces operate in the energy sector market

4.

Analyse the trends of downstream oil industry in last five years
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SECTION C (Answer any two)
7.

Discuss the factors affecting the production of crude oil. Also discuss how crude price
volatility affects oil production?

8.

Analyse the market forces in the functioning of OPEC. What are the current problems in the
functioning of OPEC? What are the solutions to these problems of OPEC

[15]

CO4,
CO5

9.

Discuss the general goals of power sector reforms in India. How far these reforms are
successful?

[15]

CO1,
CO2

Section D (Answer all the questions given at the end of the case study)
An Analysis of Price Volatility in Natural Gas Markets
The subject of price volatility in natural gas markets has received increased attention in
recent years as the market experienced expanding dips and swells in prices while overall
prices shifted to a higher level (Figure 1). Volatility is not defined by the level of prices,
however, but by the degree of price variation in the market. Therefore, increasing natural
gas prices do not necessarily indicate whether a market is volatile. Given that volatility is
measured by percent differences in the day-to-day price of natural gas, a large price
movement at higher prices may equate to a comparable level of volatility as a smaller price
movement when natural gas prices are lower. Although volatility is a key measure of
natural gas market movements and fundamentals, expanding daily price movements at any
volatility level can have vast impacts on traders and consumers of natural gas. When
addressing price risk, it can be important to examine absolute price movements as well as
volatility. Figure 1: Daily Henry Hub Spot Price, 1994-2006

Market prices respond to shifts in supply and demand, and the degree of price response
relates to the price elasticity of both. Natural gas prices have been particularly sensitive to
short-term supply and demand shifts in recent years because of the highly inelastic nature
of this market. In the short-term, consumers are limited in their ability to switch fuel

sources, and production infrastructure is thought to be operating near capacity. Also,
significant lead time is required in order to bring additional domestic or foreign natural
gas supplies to market as well as expand pipeline capacity to alleviate transmission
bottlenecks. Limited short-term price responsiveness means that natural gas prices will be
highly sensitive to market factors such as weather swings or supply disruptions.
Inelasticity is characteristic of many energy commodities. However, analyses of natural
gas volatility relative to other commodities have ranked it among the highest.1 Electricity
has been the only commodity group with price volatilities consistently higher than those
of natural gas. In the absence of much real-time supply and demand data such as
production, natural gas wellhead productive capacity, or natural gas consumption
volumes, market participants look to natural gas prices as a barometer for current market
conditions. Volatile prices create uncertainty and financial risk in the market and may
increase the cost of capital, causing pipeline and other infrastructure investment to be more
expensive. The purpose of this paper is to address whether or not natural gas prices have
been more volatile in recent years and identifies potential market factors that may
contribute to price volatility. The analysis found that although there is no consistent
increasing or decreasing trend in natural gas spot price volatility at the Henry Hub, there
is a seasonal pattern with colder months exhibiting considerably higher volatility levels.
Also, the analysis indicates that price volatility tends to vary between market locations.
Furthermore, the relative level of natural gas in storage has a significant impact on price
volatility. When natural gas in storage is high or low compared with the 5-year average
level, price volatility at the Henry Hub increases. This effect is exacerbated during the
months of the year surrounding the beginning and end of the heating season when storage
levels are typically at the highest and lowest levels. Finally, this analysis shows that, even
with relatively low levels of volatility, changes in the natural gas price level can have large
impacts on the market.
Market Factors That Affect Natural Gas Supply and Demand
Natural gas prices equilibrate market supply and demand. Significant changes in supply
and demand over a short period often result in large price movements needed to bring
supply and demand back into balance. So considerable natural gas price volatility reflects
both a reality and perception that a significant shift in supply and demand conditions has
occurred. This section will discuss some of the more common causes of significant shortterm changes in supply and demand, which can result in large price movements. Factors
on the supply side that may affect prices, and hence volatility, include variation in natural
gas storage, production, imports, or delivery constraints. Of these, storage levels receive
a high amount of attention because of the physical hedge it provides during high demand
periods. Also, working gas in storage often is viewed as a barometer of the supply and
demand balance in the market. Below-average storage inventories of natural gas, for
example, may create a perception of supply tightness, which places upward pressure on
prices. Similarly, net changes in stocks are indicative of the relative balance between
supply and current consumption during the period.2 For this reason, above-normal
withdrawals from storage or below-normal injections to storage, compared with the

equivalent time period in past years, may cause short-term spikes in natural gas prices.
Disruptions caused by severe weather, operating mishaps, or planned maintenance can
also cause short-term tightness in natural gas supply. In the summer of 2005, hurricanes
along the U.S. Gulf Coast caused more than 800 billion cubic feet (Bcf) of natural gas
production to be shut in between August 2005 and June 2006. This is equivalent to about
5 percent of U.S. production over that period and about 22 percent of yearly natural gas
production in the Federal Gulf of Mexico. As a result of these disruptions, natural gas spot
prices at times exceeded $15 per million Btu (MMBtu) in many spot market locations and
fluctuated significantly over the subsequent months, reflecting the uncertainty over
supplies. On the demand side, temperature changes tend to be one of the strongest shortterm influences. During cold months, residential and commercial end users consume more
natural gas for heating needs, which places upward pressure on prices. If unexpected or
severe weather occurs, the effect on prices intensifies because supply is often unable to
react quickly to the short-term demand response, especially if the natural gas
transportation system is operating at full capacity. Under these conditions, prices must rise
high enough to reduce the demand for natural gas. Temperatures also have an effect on
prices in the cooling season as many electric power generating plants used to produce
incremental supplies to meet air conditioning needs are fueled by natural gas. Therefore,
hotter-than-normal temperatures during the summer can lead to more natural gas supplies
feeding natural-gas-fired power generation. This effect may reduce natural gas available
for storage and increase price pressure during the winter months when inventories are
relied upon to meet heating demand. The prices and market conditions for related fuels
also have an effect on natural gas markets. In the United States, most baseload electricity
generation is delivered from coal, nuclear, and hydroelectric power stations. Because
natural gas tends to be a higher-cost fuel, natural gas-fired power stations more typically
are used to cover incremental power requirements that arise during times of peak demand
or during sudden outages of baseload capacity. However, an increase in price or a
disruption in supply in any one of the competing fuel markets can spark an increase in
natural gas demand. For example, hydroelectric generation went through a relatively steep
decline in the late 1990s owing to droughts in the West. The supply disruption led to a 40percent decline in hydroelectric generation between 1997 and 2001. During the same
period, natural-gas-fired generation increased 33 percent as there was spare capacity and
these facilities were more flexible and better positioned than coal-fired plants to respond
to the deficit in electricity supply. Additionally, natural gas competes with other fuels for
industrial customers. There are dual-fired facilities such as manufacturing and electric
generation plants that can switch between residual or distillate fuel oil and natural gas.
Even where consuming units are single-fuel fired, fuel switching may be achieved on an
aggregate basis as the industrial load or electric generation shifts from units of one fuel to
another. Hence, as the prices of petroleum products increase, the industrial sector increases
natural gas demand. In general, the United States has, over the past decade, seen an
increase in demand for natural gas for power generation as more natural-gas-fired power
plants were built for load control and environmental reasons. According to Energy
Information Administration (EIA) data, natural gas deliveries to electric power consumers

in the United States increased 526 Bcf or nearly 10 percent between 2001 and 2005, which
is the largest increase in natural gas use by any consumption sector during this time period.
Additional natural-gas-fired equipment increases the demand in an area, placing upward
pressure on prices, but also allows the supplier to more easily meet consumer electric
generation needs on peak demand days. Lastly, economic activity is a major factor
influencing natural gas markets. When the economy improves, the increased demand for
goods and services from the commercial and industrial sectors generates an increase in
natural gas demand. This is particularly prevalent in the industrial sector, which is the
leading consumer of natural gas as both a plant fuel and as a feedstock for many products
such as fertilizer and pharmaceuticals. Additionally, natural gas is consumed by oil
refineries and methanol plants so increases in demand for refined products increases
natural gas use. This consumption increases over time as the number of new vehicles on
the road and miles driven increases. Because certain industrial customers are so dependent
on natural gas, high and volatile natural gas prices may have a detrimental effect on plant
economics as costs become prohibitively expensive or unpredictable. Further, economic
growth, which increases personal disposable income, can also lead to an increase in
residential demand.

1.

Anlyse the factors that determine the demand and supply of natural gas based on the above [15]
case study.

CO4,
CO5,

2.

Analyse he behavior of the natural gas market and price volatility.
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